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At#the#end#of#this#session,#delegates#will#be#able#to:
• Identify)different)types)of#cybercrime#and#their#impact.
• List)the)threats,)trends)and)tools)of#cybercrime#and#responses#

to#the#phenomenon.#
• Explain)the)concepts of#cybercrime#that#are#considered#types#of#

crime#under#most#legislation#and#international#standards.#
• Analyse)the)needs)and)the)advantages)of)the)harmonisation)

between#national#legislation#and#the#international#instruments,#
in#particular#the#Budapest#Convention.

Session)Objectives
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Part%One

Information%society%and%
cybercrime
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• A"new"reality , 21st Century

• Information"society

• Less"boundaries"and"limits

• More"personal"freedoms

• More"business"opportunities

Information"Society
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• A"part"of"the"daily"life"of"the"citizens:
– workplace
– home"
– most"of"the"leisure"moments

• There%is%no%physical%distances%between"
people"in"different"places"in"the"world

• Political%frontiers%are%indifferent%to"the"cyber"
world

• Information%and%knowledge%can%be%
democratically%and%freely%obtained

• Competition

Information%Society
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• Information*is*open*and$available$to$
everybody

• No$States$sovereignty$
• “Cyberspace*is*independent,$anarchic$and$
ungovernable”

• It$is$everywhere$and$it$is$nowhere$
• Any$person$can$express$himself$or$herself

Information*Society
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• Criminals)have)more)opportunities
• Crimes)can)be)committed)remotely)
– Evidence(is(volatile
– National(law(enforcement(agencies(are(limited(to(
their(geographical(borders?
• International*assistance*in*criminal*investigations*
require*proper*legal*channels?
• No*jurisdiction*online,*if*outside*national*borders?
• International*cooperation*deals*with*very*distant*
countries*with*different*cultures,*with*different*legal*
tradition*and*different*criminal*law*frameworks.

• Need)for)expedited)mutual)legal)assistance)is)a)fact)
in)contemporary)fight)against)cybercrime!

Internet
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A"global"crime
• requires'international'focus'in'growing'
number'of'the'cases
– if'so,'it'is'the'only'adequate'approach'to'
address'the'borderless'nature'of'this'global'
phenomenon
– international"cooperation"can"give"more"
effectiveness"to"domestic"efforts

Cybercrime
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A"global"crime
•multiple"territorial"connections
– the$action$of$the$criminals$reach$computers$
and$victims$in$countries$other$than$their$
countries
– inherent$to$the$nature$of$cybercrime
–because$of$the$expansion$of$the$networks$it$
is$very$hard,$to$each$country,$to$act$alone$
against$this$problem.

Cybercrime
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• States,'citizens'and'economies'depend'and$
rely$on$communication$networks$and$
technologies.

• All'the'countries'in'the'world'are'currently'
connected'to'the'Internet.

• New'illegal'activities'are$being$“invented”
everyday
– within$the$networks
– using$the$networks
– against$the$networks.

Modern'Challenges
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• General'approach:
– hacking
– diffusion.of.viruses,.worms.and.other.forms.of.
malware

– computer.attacks.– DoS,.DDoS
• Profit'oriented'crime:
– Business.E=mail.Compromise,.Ransomware

• Utilisation'of'the'networks'to.commit.or.
facilitate.a.crime.

Most'Common'Cybercrime'Phenomena
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• Traditional*computers
–but$also$
• many$other$modern$devices$that$can$
communicate
• or$keep$transfer$or$record$data
• Internet$of$the$Things

�Digital� or*�Cyber� Environment
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The$challenges$of$Cyber$security$and$criminality

• According to Forbes, 2017 will be the year of Cyber Warfare: “In the space of
the last half century, hard power has given way to soft power which has in
turn now yielded increasingly to cyber power. And the challenge to
leadership at every level of both the public and private sector to protect our
physical, financial, institutional and ideological assets is considerable.
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• Cyber$Warfare$is$a$Reality
• A wave of politically1motivated

cyber offensives this year – such
as attacks on the White House
and the US Department of
Homeland Security – show that
the international arms race is
now moving online, a study
claims.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/paullaudicina/2016/12/16/2017-will-be-the-year-of-cyber-warfare/


The$challenges$of$Cyber$security$and$criminality
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The$challenges$of$Cyber$security$and$criminality
• Stuxnet,(the$World's$First$Digital$Weapon,$was$designed$to$disrupt$Iran’s$

uranium$enrichment$program$
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Questions
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Part%Two
What%is%cybercrime?
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How$Criminals$use$Technology

It is important to explain at the outset that there are
many terms used to describe the criminal use of
technology and it may assist the reader if a brief
explanation is provided.
The terms “computer crime”, “high>tech crime”, “IT
crime” and “cybercrime” are often intermingled and
create confusion and misunderstanding.
The use of computers and other devices by criminals
and the value of recoverable data to the police
investigator can be broken down as follows:
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Technology as a Victim
Technology as a target of crime:
– is traditionally considered to be true
“computer crime” and involves such
offences as hacking, denial of service
attacks and the distribution of viruses.

How9Criminals9use9Technology
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Technology as an aid to crime
Technology as an aid to crime:
– is where computers and other devices are
used to assist in the commission of
traditional crimes, for example, to produce
forged documents, to send death threats or
blackmail demands or to create and distribute
illegal material such as images of child abuse.

How7Criminals7use7Technology
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Technology as a communication tool
Technology as a communications tool:
– is where criminals use technology to
communicate with each other in ways which
reduce the chances of detection, for example
by the use of encryption technology.

How3Criminals3use3Technology
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Technology as a storage device
Technology as a storage medium:
– is the intentional or unintentional storage of
information on devices used in any of the
other categories and typically involves the
data held on computer systems of victims,
witnesses or suspects.

How6Criminals6use6Technology
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Technology as a witness to crime
Technology as a witness to crime:
– can be found when evidence contained in IT
devices can be used to support evidence to
which it is not obviously related, for example
to prove or disprove an alibi given by a
suspect or a claim made by a witness.

How9Criminals9use9Technology
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Technology*Crime?
Computer)Crime? IT)Crime?

Cyber)Crime?
Internet)Crime?

High4Tech)Crime?

Technology)Crime? CRIME
Theft

Deception

Harassment

Identity)Theft

Murder

Incitement
Terrorism

Drug)Trafficking

Child)Abuse
Fraud

Burglary

Robbery
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• 1984 % in Neuromancer, a science fiction novel,
William Gibson used the word cyberspace, referring
to the Internet and other networks
– since then some other expressions, with the same
prefix expanded
• Cybercrime is among them

• almost three decades later, is was not yet defined,
in legal texts or legal studies the real concept of
cybercrime.

Cybercrime
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• Crime on cyber environments is already an
important reality

• Specific investigation units at the police level
• International public organisations and private
companies have each time more concern by
the consequences of the illegal and harmful
acts committed by the means of the
communication networks or inside those
networks

In8Real8Life
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• Normally used to describe a criminal activity
in which a computer or a network are an
essential part of a crime

• However cybercrime is also used to include
other traditional crimes in which those same
computers or networks are used to make the
illicit activity possible

Cybercrime::Narrow:and:Broader:Sense
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• Often,(several(cybercrime(categories(will(be(present(
together

• Increase(in(“typical” cybercrimes((phishing,(botnets)
• Increase(in(child(pornography(diffusion(on(the(
Internet

• Increase(in(cybercrimes(with(the(purpose(of(profit
• Increase(in(software((and(other)(piracy
• Increase(in(the(use(of(cyber(facilities(by(organised(
crime

• Increase(in(cyber(money(laundering
• Increase(in(hate,(racism,(violence(websites

In#Real#Life
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Questions
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Part%Three
The%Budapest%Convention%on%Cybercrime
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The$“Budapest”$Convention$on$Cybercrime$
of$the$Council$of$Europe

• Opened$for$signature$on$23$November$2001$in$Budapest
• Followed$by$Cybercrime$Convention$Committee$(TECY)$
• Open$for$accession$by$any$State

As$at$12/06/2017:
• 55 parties$(43 States)members)of)CoE,)in)addition)to)Australia,)

Canada,)Chile,)Dominican)Republic,)Israel,) Japan,)Mauritius,)
Panama,)Senegal,)Sri Lanka, Tonga)and)USA)

• Total$number$of$ratifications/accessions: 55
• Total$number$of$signatures$not$followed$by$ratifications: 4$

(Ireland,)Monaco,)Sweden,)South)Africa)

• Many$more$countries$have$used$the$Budapest$Convention$as$a$
guideline$for$domestic$legislation.
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Budapest)Convention:)Scope
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Criminalising)
conduct
! Illegal)access
! Illegal)

interception
! Data)interference
! System)

interference
! Misuse)of)devices
! Fraud)and)forgery
! Child)

pornography
! IPR@offences

International)
cooperation
! Extradition
! MLA
! Spontaneous)

information
! Expedited)

preservation
! MLA)for)

accessing)
computer)data

! MLA)for)
interception

! 24/7)points)of)
contact

+ +

Harmonisation)

Procedural)tools
! Expedited)

preservation
! Search)and)

seizure
! Production)

order
! Interception)of)

computer)data



Budapest)Convention:)results
• Process)of)legislative)reforms)worldwide)
• Increased)criminal)justice)measures)
• Increased)trust)and)cooperation)between)parties
• Global)outreach,)global)impact:)55"countries"ratified,"4"signed,"

10+"were"invited"to"accede;"Cooperation"with"at"least"another"50"
countries

• Catalyst)for)capacity)building
• Increased))legal)certainty)and)trust)by)private)sector)
• An)essential)element)of)norms)of)behaviour for)cyberspace
• Contribution)to)human)rights)and)the)rule)of)law)in)cyberspace
• Protecting)you)and)your)rights
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Questions
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Part%Four
International%organisations%and%

Cybercrime
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1.#UN
2.#G8
3.#European#Union
4.#OSCE
5.#Council#of#Europe
6.#Local#initiatives

Initiatives#of#International#Organisations
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• Resolutions*on*Combating*the*Criminal*
Misuse*of*Information*Technologies*
(Resolutions+55/63+and+56/121)
– the*need*to*ensure*that*each*State*adopts*a*
proper*law*on*cybercrime – to+eliminate+safe%
heavens

– the*need*of*exchange*of*information,**of*
cooperation*and*of*coordination*among+all+the+
States+related+to+some+concrete+criminal+
investigation+on+international+cases+of+criminal+
misuse+of+information+technologies.

United*Nations*General*Assembly
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• United Nations General Assembly Resolution
64/211 (March 2010)

“Voluntary selfAassessment tool for national efforts to
protect critical information infrastructures”.

13. Review and update legal authorities (including those related to
cybercrime, privacy, data protection, commercial law, digital signatures and
encryption) that may be outdated or obsolete as a result of the rapid uptake
of and dependence upon new information and communications
technologies, and use regional and international conventions, arrangements
and precedents in these reviews. Ascertain whether your country has
developed necessary legislation for the investigation and prosecution of
cybercrime, noting existing frameworks, for example, General Assembly
resolutions 55/63 and 56/121 on combating the criminal misuse of
information technologies, and regional initiatives, including the Council of
Europe Convention on Cybercrime.
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United'Nations'– UNODC'
Open1ended'intergovernmental'expert'group'
on'Cybercrime

In#its#resolution#65/230,#the#General#Assembly#requested#the#Commission#on#Crime
Prevention#and#Criminal#Justice#to#establish#an#openBended
intergovernmental#expert#group,#to#conduct#a#comprehensive#study#of#the#problem#of
Cybercrime.

• First'expert'meeting B 17/21#January#2011#
• Second'expert'meeting'25B29#February#2013
• Third'expert'meeting'10B13#April#2017

– Draft#study#discussed
– Agreement#on#capacity#building
– “Diverse#views”#on#all#other#options
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• More%proactive%options

• G8%created%a%network%of%contact%points
– became&a&reference&in&the&international&co/
operation&scenario&(50+&countries)

– a&directory&of&names,&that&can&be&reached&and&
facilitate&immediate&action&where&needed

G8%High7tech%Crime%Sub7group
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• Adopted'legal'instruments'referring'to'
cybercrime

• Directive(2013/40/EU(of'the'European'
Parliament'and'of'the'Council'of'12 August'
2013'on(attacks(against(information(systems(
and'replacing'Council'Framework'Decision'
2005/222/JHA

European(Union(– Substantive(Provisions
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• Adopted'legal'instruments'referring'to'
cybercrime

• Directive(2011/93/EU(of'the'European'
Parliament'and'of'the'Council'of'
13 December 2011'on(combating(sexual(
abuse(and(sexual(exploitation(of(children,(
and(child(pornography,'replacing'the'Council'
FrameworkB Decision'2004/68/JHA.

European(Union(– Substantive(Provisions
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European)Union)– Law)Enforcement

The European Cybercrime
Centre (EC3 or EC³) is the body
of the Police Office (Europol)
of the European Union (EU),
headquartered in The Hague,
that coordinates cross=border
law enforcement activities
against computer crime and
acts as a centre of technical
expertise on the matter.
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European)Union)– Law)Enforcement
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European)Union)Joint)Cybercrime)Action)
Taskforce
J8CAT

• European Union Cybercrime Task Force
• It consists of a standing operational

team of cyber liaison officers from
several EU Member States and non8EU
cooperation partners, who are based in
Europol headquarters and
complemented with EC3 staff. The
cyber liaison officers come from:

• committed and closely involved EU
Member States (Austria, France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain
and the United Kingdom);

• non8EU law enforcement partners
(Australia, Canada, Colombia and the
United States, which is represented by
two agencies: the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and Secret Service);

• EC3.

The)Europol)Strategy)2016–2020):

“Technological developments have led to an
ever2increasing volume of available data while
the internet, social media and mobile
technologies are changing the inter2connectivity
of the world including its criminal landscape. In
this climate, stepped up efforts are needed to
devise European solutions to address European
problems.”
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European)Union)Joint)Cybercrime)Action)
Taskforce
J8CAT
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European)Union)Joint)Cybercrime)Action)
Taskforce
J8CAT
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European)Union)Joint)Cybercrime)Action)
Taskforce
J8CAT
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• Eurojust may+ask+the+competent+
authorities+of+the+Member+States+
concerned:

• to$investigate$or$prosecute$
specific$acts;

• to$coordinate$with$one$another;

• to$accept$that$one$country$is$
better$placed$to$prosecute$than$
another;

• to$set$up$a$Joint$Investigation$
Team;$or

• to$provide$Eurojust with$
information$necessary$to$carry$
out$its$tasks.

European+Union+– EUROJUST+EJCN

On 24 November 2016, representaH

tives of the European Judicial

Cybercrime Network met at Eurojust.

Chair of the Eurojust Task Force on

Cybercrime, stressed that the
networking of specialized experts is
essential for enhancing judicial
cooperation in cybercrime investigaF
tions and prosecutions and for sharing

expertise, knowledge and best

practice.
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• Decision(No.(7/06(
– participating)States)should)consider)becoming)a)
party)to)the)Budapest)Convention

– participating)States)should)join)the)G8)24/7)
Computer)Crime)Network)
• and)nominate)an)appropriate)contact)point)for)
the)purpose)of)streamlining)international)law)
enforcement)coCoperation)on)combating)the)
criminal)misuse)of)cyberspace)and)in)criminal)
cases)that)involve)electronic)evidence

• Decision(no.(991(OSCE(Conference(on)a)
Comprehensive)approach)to)cyber)security:)exploring)
the)future)OSCE)role

OSCE
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Council(of(Europe

Approach:

The Council of Europe helps
to protect societies worldwide
from the threat of cybercrime
through the Convention on
Cybercrime and its Protocol
on Xenophobia and Racism,
the Cybercrime Convention
Committee (T?CY) and the
technical cooperation
programmes on cybercrime.

Convention:

The Convention on Cybercrime of the
Council of Europe (CETS No.185),
known as the Budapest Convention, is
the only binding international
instrument on this issue. It serves as a
guideline for any country developing
comprehensive national legislation
against Cybercrime and as a
framework for international
cooperation between State Parties to
this treaty.
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Council(of(Europe

Cybercrime)
Prevention)and)
Criminal)Justice
to)protect)you)and)
your)rights)in)
cyberspace
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Local&initiatives

! Regional&networks:

• Council&of&Europe&PROSECO&
• (Prosecutorial-Cooperation-

Network-of-Western-Balkans).
• Croatia,-Bosnia-and-Herzegovina,-

Serbia,-Montenegro,-Macedonia,-
Albania.

• SEEPAG
• (SouthDEast-European-Prosecutors-

Advisory-Group-with-SELEC)
• Greece,-Turkey,-Slovenia,-Croatia,-

Serbia,-Bosnia,-Romania,-Bulgaria,-
Montenegro,-Albania,-Moldova.
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Local&initiatives

• Serbian example:
• Law on Organization and

Competence of Special State
Authorities for Combating High?
Tech Crime.

• Special High+Tech Crime Service
(Ministry of Interior), Special
Prosecution Department for High+
Tech Crime, Special High+Tech
Crime Criminal Court Chamber.

• NCSIRT (National Computer
Security Incident Response Team)

• ILECUs (International Legal
Emergency Cooperation Unit)
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Questions
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Part%Five
Some%illegal%activities%online
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• Phishing is the attempt to obtain sensitive
information such as usernames, passwords, and
credit card details (and, indirectly, money), often for
malicious reasons, by disguising as a trustworthy
entity in an electronic communication.

• Communications purporting to be from social web
sites, auction sites, banks, online payment processors
or IT administrators are often used to lure victims.
Phishing emails may contain links to websites that
are infected with malware.

Phishing
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Phishing
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• Unsolicited+e,mail+messages+sent+out+in+
millions

• Receiving(these(messages(does(not(depend(on(
the(recipient

• Can(only(be(used(for(marketing(in(some(
countries
9 but(often(hide(malware(

SPAM
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SPAM
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SPAM
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• “malicious"#+#"software“

• Software)designed)with)the)aim)of)accessing)or)
otherwise)compromising)a)computer)system)or)
data)without)the)consent)of)the)owner)or)user

• Can#be#contained#in#email#attachments#or#in#
images#in#the#message

• Virus,#worms,#adware,#Trojans

Malware
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Malware
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• Software)with)the)ability)to)replicate)itself)
from)one)file)to)another)and)lodging)in)a)
particular)system

• Without'the'consent'(or'knowledge)'of'its'
user'/'administrator

• With'the'aim'of'causing'damage'in'this'
system'

Viruses
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Computer)Viruses
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A computer worm is a standalone malware
computer program that replicates itself in
order to spread to other computers. Often, it
uses a computer network to spread itself,
relying on security failures on the target
computer to access it.

Worms almost always cause at least some harm
to the network, even if only by consuming
bandwidth, whereas viruses almost always
corrupt or modify files on a targeted computer.

Worms
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Worms
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• Spyware is software that aims to gather information
about a person or organization without their
knowledge, that may send such information to
another entity without the consumer's consent, or
that asserts control over a device without the
consumer's knowledge.

• "Spyware" examples of other notorious types include
digital rights management capabilities that "phone
home", keyloggers, rootkits, and web beacons.

• Whenever spyware is used for malicious purposes, its
presence is typically hidden from the user and can be
difficult to detect.

Spyware
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Spyware
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• Ransomware is a type of malicious software that blocks
access to the victim's data or threatens to publish or delete it
until a ransom is paid.

• More advanced malware uses a technique called cryptoviral
extortion.

• Ransomware attacks are typically carried out using a Trojan
that is disguised as a legitimate file that the user is tricked
into downloading, or opening when it arrives as an email
attachment.

• However, one high profile example, the "Wannacry worm",
traveled automatically between computers without user
interaction.

Ransomware
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Ransomware*– WannaCry
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• Malicious)software)that)performs)undesirable)
functions)to)the)user,)without)his)knowledge
– destruction+of+data
– disabling+security+software
– remote+access+/+backdoors+(to+give+someone+
unauthorised+access+to+a+computer)+

– download+and+installation+of+other+malware+

Trojans((Trojan(Horses)
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Trojans((Trojan(Horses)
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• Networks)of)compromised)computers)
(zombies)

• Controlled)by)one)person)or)organisation
• Intended)to)be)used)for)illicit)activities
• Infected)computers)are)controlled)by)software)
that)allows)automation)of)operations)across)
the)network

• Inactive)until)it)is)necessary

Botnets
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Botnets
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DarkNet

• DarkNet (or Dark Net) is a network that can only be
accessed with specific software, configurations, or
authorization, it is not reachable through standard
browsers and/ or search engines, and is often using
non<standard communications protocols.

• Originally coined in the 1970s to designate
networks which were isolated from ARPANET
(which evolved into the Internet) for security
purposes, darknets were able to receive data from
ARPANET but had addresses which did not appear in
the network lists and would not answer any inquiry.
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DarkNet(and(Dark(Web
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TOR
• TOR is free software for enabling anonymous

communication.
• The name is an acronym derived from the original software

project name The Onion Router. Tor directs Internet traffic
through a free, worldwide, volunteer network consisting of
thousands relays to conceal a user's location and usage from
anyone conducting network surveillance or traffic analysis.

• Onion routing is implemented by encryption, nested like the
layers of an onion, used to anonymize communication. Tor
encrypts the original data, including the destination address,
multiple times and sends it through a virtual circuit
comprising successive, randomly selected Tor relays.
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Questions
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Part%Six
Contemporary and%emerging%trends%of%

cybercrime
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Trend&#1:&Mobile&platforms

! Mobile computing levels reached
new peaks in 2017 and onwards. It
is estimated that there are almost 5
billion of Mobile Unique Users in
the world and almost 3 billion are
connected to the Internet

! Mobile transactions have been
continuously growing

! Mobile applications
! Mobile Social Users
! Corporate use of privately owned

devices

Contemporary and,emerging,
trends,of,cybercrime
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Trend&#2:&Banking&malware,&
ransomware&and&BEC.
! Banking malware

" Zeus and Zeus based
Trojans,

" Citadel,
" SpyEye, etc.)

! Ransomware
! Credit Card Fraud
! Business@EAMail@
Compromise

Contemporary and,emerging,
trends,of,cybercrime
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Trend&#3:&Hactivims&and
abuse&of&social&networks

! „Anonymous“*and*other*
groups
! Attacks*to*the*availability*of*

online*services*of*the*target

! Doxing

! Hacking*of*games
! Threats,*cyber*bulling,*false*

news*for*the*purpose*of*
causing*panic*and*disorder

Contemporary and,emerging,
trends,of,cybercrime
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Trend&#4:&Contemporary
IPR&infringements

! On#line'download'instead(of(
CD(and(DVD(buying

! On3line(distribution(of(
counterfeited'merchandise

! Illegal''distribution'or're#
distribution'of'radio'and'TV'
programmes''(cable(
networks)

! Medicines'and'drugs'–
increasing'percentage'of'
illegal'on#line'market

Contemporary and'emerging'
trends'of'cybercrime
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New Trend(#1:(Increase(of(APT
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• Targeting)of)specific)victims)
or)groups)– Advanced,
Persistent Threat (APT)

• Abuse,of,“social,engineering”
• Psychological,manipulation,

for,data,disclosure,and,
retrieval

• Advanced(Persistent(Threat(
is(most(commonly(used(with(
“social(engineering”(
techniques(were(by(use(of(
psychological(manipulation(
victims(are(encouraged(to(
take(certain(steps(or(disclose(
confidential(data

Contemporary and)emerging)
trends)of)cybercrime



New Trend #1:+Increase+of+APT
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New$Trend$#2:$Mobile$transactions$and$currencies
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• Mobile*transactions

• Mobile*applications

• Mobile*crypto3
currencies

• 600.000$*unlawfully*
acquired*bitcoins and*
dogecoins with*one*
hacker*attack*by*
„harvest“*method

Contemporary and,emerging,
trends,of,cybercrime



New$Trend$#3:$Internet$of$Things 4 IoT
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• IoT:
• „Internet development,by,

which,ordinary,everyday,
objects,have,network,
capability,making,possible,
sending,and,receiving,data”

• New,appliances,and,Internet,
connectivity

• Possible,abuse:,cars,,house,
appliances,,biometrical,
systems,on,smart,phones,,
Google,glasses,etc.

Contemporary and,emerging,
trends,of,cybercrime



New$Trend$#3:$IoT
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Contemporary and,emerging,
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Part%Seven
Summary
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Summary
At#the#end#of#this#session,#delegates#will#be#able#to:

• Identify#different#types#of#cybercrime#and#their#impact

• List#the#threats,#trends#and#tools#of#cybercrime#and#responses#to#the#
phenomenon.#

• Explain#the#concepts#of#cybercrime#that#are#considered#types#of#crime#
under#most#legislation#and#international#standards.#

• Analyse#the#needs#and#the#advantages#of#the#harmonisation#between#
national#legislation#and#the#international#instruments,#in#particular#the#
Convention#of#Budapest.
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Questions
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